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Thomas Wüst studied computer science  
at ETH Zurich and has more than 30 years’ 
experience in IT-based innovation. He 
founded ti&m AG in 2005 and has led the 
company since then as its CEO.  

He was CEO of sd&m AG Switzerland, an  
IT subsidiary of Capgemini, from 2002 to 
early 2005. He had previously had P&L 
responsibility for the application development 
department of a Swiss consultancy firm for  
6 years. Prior to moving in to consultancy, he 

worked for a bank and an insurer for three 
years each. 

He has successfully implemented numerous 
projects in the finance industry as a strategy 
consultant, architect and project manager, 
building up a rich store of experience covering 
a wide range of issues, architectures and 
solutions. 

He has published several books and many 
journal articles during his career. Innovation 
and the associated strategies and solutions 
are still at the heart of what he does. 

He built up ti&m – technology, innovation & 
management – to become the leading inno-
vation and digitalization company in Switzer-
land with a strategy consistently focused on 
locally and multifunctionally operating teams. 
The open product lines ti&m channel suite,  
ti&m banking suite, ti&m security 
suite and ti&m places have created a basis 
for digitalization projects that fosters 
innovation and entrepreneurialism in a 
competitive environment. 

He has founded creative platforms for 
unconventional perspectives on the chal-
lenges of digitalization in the form of ti&m 
garage, a creative space for developing 
innovations, the youth development program 
hack an app and the annual art@work 
project.  
As a member of the steering committee 
of digitalswitzerland and co-founder of 
professional groups and associations related 
to IT, he is a significant driving force in the 
Swiss IT scene.
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“Don’t trust anyone who 
can’t innovate.” 

 


